Assignment Read the article RISKy Business: An In-Depth Look at the Game RISK by Sharon Blatt, from the Rose-Hulman Undergraduate Mathematics Journal. Find a part of the paper where you can improve the exposition and do so by rewriting it in your own way. The part that you select should either be a full section of the paper or about a couple of pages from Section 4.

As you are revising, keep in mind for your own benefit:

- What could use improving?
- Why could it use improving?
- What are you doing to improve it?

Your improvements should be mostly mathematical. While faulty grammar and improper English can also detract from an exposition, you should focus on improving mathematical clarity in this assignment.

You may discuss the paper with anyone (including me) to help you understand it, but you should do the actual rewriting of a section yourself.

Purpose The primary goal of this assignment is to begin learning how to revise mathematical writing.

Due dates This assignment is due on Monday, October 11.

Grading I will record whether or not you have completed the assignment but will not give a grade beyond that. After it is due, we will discuss the assignment in class.